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Abstract
Strategic information technology (IT) management has been recognized as vital for
achieving competitive advantage. IT selection, the process of choosing the best tech-
nology alternative from a number of available options, is an important part of IT
management. The IT selection is a multi-criteria decision making process, where rela-
tive importance of each criterion is determined and the degree of satisfaction of every
criterion from each alternative is evaluated.
Decision makers (DMs) face several diculties like making precise judgements about
alternatives and criteria, reaching consensus with other DMs and identifying relative
criteria importance where there is interdependence among them. Actual environment
has even increased this complexity, IT is constantly changing over time, new features
and quality improvements are released periodically. At the same time, DMs' needs
evolve after technology acquisition, demanding also new functionalities. For dealing
with these factors, DMs should review not only the present state of their requirements
and alternatives but their future evolution. Several methods have been proposed for
dealing with the criteria interdependence, imprecision and group consensus problems.
However, none of them have considered alternatives and criteria evolution in time.
This research aims to review how the described problem is handle in the literature
and based on the results of the review, to provide a methodology which handle all
described problems simultaneously, by the combination of technology roadmapping
technique with multi-criteria decision making tools.
Finally, a case study of a customer relationship management (CRM) system selection is
presented where the approach is compared with a one period one. It is concluded that
the use of the methodology allows DMs to gather present and future requirements for
IT selection, to consider actual and future evolution of alternatives, to determine and to
establish relative importance among present and future factors. It is also detected how
the judgement combination, experts consistency and performing methodology calcu-
lations are the critical topics for getting the best result in the methodology application.
Keywords: information technology selection, technology roadmapping, multi-
criteria decision making, fuzzy logic, analytic network process, group decision
making, multi-period analysis, customer relationship management.
xResumen
La gestion estrategica de la tecnologa de la informacion (TI) ha sido reconocida como
vital para alcanzar ventajas competitivas. La seleccion de TI, el proceso de escoger la
mejor alternativa tecnologca de un numero de opciones disponibles, es una parte im-
portante de la gestion de TI. La seleccion de TI es un proceso de decision multi-criterio,
donde se determina la importancia relativa de cada crtierio y el grado de satisfacion
de cada alternativa respecto al criterio evaluado.
Los tomadores de decisiones (TDs) enfrentan diversas dicultades como la de realizar
juicios precisos sobre alternativas y critierios, llegar a un consenso con otros TDs e iden-
ticar la importancia relativa de los crtierios cuando son interdependientes. El entorno
actual ha incremento esta complejidad, la TI esta cambiando constantemente en el
tiempo, nuevas funcionalidades y mejoras de calidad son realizadas periodicamente. Al
mismo tiempo, las necesidades de los TDs evolucionan despues de realizar la adquisicion
de la tecnologa, solicitando tambien nuevas funcionalidades. Para tratar con estos
factores, los TDs deben revisar no solo el estado presente de sus requerimientos y al-
ternativas, sino tambien su evolucion futura.Varios metodos han sido propuestos para
tratar con los problemas de interdependencia entre criterios, imprecision y consenso
entre grupos. Sin embargo, ninguno de ellos ha considerado la evolucion en el tiempo
de las alternativas y los criterios.
Esta investigacion busca revisar como son tratados los problemas descritos en la liter-
atura y basado en los resultados de esta revision, proponer una metodologa que trate
todo los problemas de forma simultanea, a traves de la combinacion de la tecnica de los
mapas de ruta tecnologica y las herramientas para la toma de decisiones multi-criterio.
Finalmente, un caso de estudio sobre la seleccion de un sistema de gestion de relaciones
de los clientes es presentado donde el enfoque propuesto es comparado con un analisis
de un solo periodo. Se concluye que el uso de la metodologa permite a los TDs obtener
los requirimientos presentes y futuros para la seleccion de la TI, considerar la evolucion
actual y futura de las alternativas, determinar y establecer la importancia relativa en-
tre factores presentes y futuros. Tambien es detectado como la combinacion de juicios,
la consistencia de los expertos y la realizacion de los calculos de la metodologa son los
factores crticos para obtener los mejores resultados de la aplicacion de la metodologa.
Palabras clave: seleccion de tecnologa de la informacion, mapa de ruta tec-
nologico, toma de decisiones multi-criterio, logica difusa, proceso analitico de
red, toma de decisiones grupales, analisis multi-perodo, gestion de de las rela-
ciones de los cliente.
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Introduction
Technology is described as the group of knowledge, skills, and artifacts that can be
used to develop products or improve their production and delivery systems (Burgelman,
Maidique, & Wheelwright, 2004). Information technology (IT) constitutes a group of
these knowledges, skills and artifacts, focusing on the acquisition and processing of
information later used for supporting other processes and purposes (March & Smith,
1995).
Technology in general is accepted as a source of competitive advantage for professionals,
governments and academics (Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, 2001). However, the manage-
ment of this technology is mandatory to achieve competitive advantages, furthermore
with the rapid growth of the development of technologies and their complexity (Phaal
et al., 2001).
Gregory (1995) has proposed that technology management is composed of ve key
processes:
1. Identication: to develop awareness about the existence of technologies impor-
tant for the organization in the present or future.
2. Selection: to choose the technologies that should be supported and promoted
in the organization.
3. Acquisition: to acquire and appropriate the selected technologies, through re-
search and development processes, licensing, purchasing, etc.
4. Exploitation: to obtain benets from the technology, through the conversion
in products for the market, its selling, its licensing, etc.
5. Protection: to preserver the knowledges and skill embedded in the technology
products.
From a practitioner point view, the technology selection is \concerned with choosing
the best technology from a number of available options. The criteria of best technol-
ogy may dier depending on the specic requirements of a company" (Lucheng, Xin,
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& Wenguang, 2010, p.78). Those requirements imply a multi-criteria decision analysis.
However, the process of choosing the \best" IT faces several diculties:
1. The evaluation of qualitative criteria by the decision makers (DMs) is subjective
and imprecise, making dicult to capture their judgements (Ayag & Ozdemir,
2007).
2. The interdependence among criteria does not allow to consider them separately
(Ayag & Ozdemir, 2007). For example, Zulzalil, Ghani, Selamat, and Mahmod
(2008) has clearly identied dependence in quality criteria for IT selection.
3. Group decision making enhances the selection quality, but the dierent views of
each DM complicate the nal alternatives ranking (Bozdag, Kahraman, & Ruan,
2003).
4. The IT extends their original functionalities to satisfy the evolving requirements
of their users and remain competitive (Tun, Trew, Jackson, Laney, & Nuseibeh,
2009). Features collection are released strategically in periods to satisfy cus-
tomer needs, optimize resources and handle dependencies among features (Ruhe
& Saliu, 2005). Both technology features and requirements changes, transform-
ing the selection process from a static to a dynamic one. In this case, the "best"
technology for the organization will be the one who ts better, not only with
their present requirements, but with the future ones as well.
Several methodologies have attempted to deal with this problems in the IT context,
some of them, such as (Etaati, Sadi-Nezha, & Makue, 2011; Grau, Carvallo, Franch,
& Quer, 2004; Gurbuz, Alptekin, & Isiklar Alptekin, 2012), have even dealt with all
the three rst problems at once. However, none of them has described a way to handle
the alternative and criteria change in time.
Considering this, it is clear that is not enough to evaluate the present characteris-
tic of technology for making the right decision; it is necessary to consider its future
characteristic that can make a better or worst choice for the organization, most of
all, in the case of IT where characteristics are highly variable in time. The proposed
methodology in this thesis combines multi-period (MP) analysis with IT roadmapping
and fuzzy group analytic network process (FGANP) in order to deal with the four
described issues at the same time.
This thesis is composed by ve content chapters and a chapter of conclusions, recom-
mendations and future work proposals.
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In the rst chapter, the research methodology is briey explained. In the second one,
background theories important for the thesis development are reviewed. First of all,
technology roadmapping and its application to IT is explored. Later, the analytic net-
work process for decision making is studied. The fuzzy logic theory is explored next,
emphasizing in the triangular numbers and its application to decision making problem.
Finally, group decision making alternatives are discussed.
A complete literature review of the four problems described: imprecision, interdepen-
dence, group decision making and alternative and criteria change in time, is presented
in the second chapter. The research purpose and method is proposed, at rst and the
results and highlights of the review are presented later.
Based on the background theories and the literature review, a hybrid methodology
for IT selection, combining technology roadmapping, multi-period analysis and fuzzy
group analytic network process (FGANP), is presented in the fourth chapter.
A case study of a customer relationship management system to illustrate and vali-
date the methodology, is presented in the fth chapter. Two exercises are done in the
validation process, rst a one period analysis of the problem is conducted and later,
the multi-period methodology is applied. Findings related with the comparison of the
application of the two methodologies are also presented in this chapter.
Finally, conclusions about the performed research are presented in the last chapter.
Recommendation for managers and academics are also a presented, as well as future
work proposals for extending the knowledge about IT selection.
1.Research Methodology
The proposed research methodology is based on the methodologies usually employed
for proposing new decision-making methods. A general diagram describing the re-
search methodology is shown on Figure 1-1.
The rst step of the research methodology is to explore the criteria used in the litera-
ture for selecting information technology. This process allow one to identify the most
relevant and variable criteria that normally is used in the selection process. Next,
a literature review about the multi-criteria decision making methods is performed in
order to identify how the current method solve the identied problems. Also, a com-
plementary literature review of the future technology studies is done in order to get
methodologies that can be combined with the multi-criteria ones for handling the al-
ternative and criteria change in time.
After performing the reviews, the MCDM methodologies and the future technology
studies methods are selected and combined in order to handle all the described prob-
lems. Next, a case study is dened to validate the proposed methodology, this proce-
dure provided insights about the methodology. Having this results, the defectiveness
of the methodology in solving the describing problems is evaluated and the conclusions
and recommendations are elaborated. Finally, some future work proposals are made
and the written report is elaborated.
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2.Background theory
Decision science academics and practitioners have developed several tools for help-
ing the decision process. Additionally, future technology assessment has become very
important in the organization strategic planning. In this chapter the application of
technology roadmapping to IT is explored and the theories of fuzzy logic, the ana-
lytic network process and group decision making are reviewed. These group of tools
constitute the base of the research and the selection methodology development.
2.1 Technology roadmapping
Technology roadmapping is a \powerful and exible technique for supporting strategic
planning". The technique allow us to identify and assess opportunities and threats
in the business environment. It also facilitates the exploration and communication of
linkages between technology, organizational objectives and the environment (Phaal et
al., 2004b, p.26).
There are several types of technology roadmaps, depending on the purpose, format
and use of the map. The product-technology planning is the standard application for
technology roadmapping, and it is used to plan how technology features can satisfy
business requirements and market drivers (Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, 2004a). In prod-
uct roadmapping, a time-based multi-layer chart is built, showing past, present and
future market and business drivers, also known as the \know-why" layer; along with
the product features that satisfy those drivers (know-what layer), and the technology
developments that allow us to accomplish those functionalities (know-how layer)(Phaal
et al., 2004a). Phaal et al. (2004b) have proposed a general architecture for building
a technology roadmpapping, shown in Figure 2-1.
Phaal et al. (2004b) have also suggested a process for building the roadmap, shown on
Figure 2-2. The base process is composed by four workshops. The rst one is focused
on determining the market and business drivers, this step can be facilitated by the use
of a SWOT analysis. Then, the team can focused on the product and their features.
In this step is important to group the features. The technology solutions which enable
those features, are established in the next step. Finally, technology resources are linked
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Figure 2-1: General Roadmap Archicteture (Phaal et al., 2004b)
with market and business opportunities. In all the four steps, gaps should be identied
in order to detect missing needs, features and technologies in the organization.
Figure 2-2: Roadmap construction process (Phaal et al., 2004b)
The architecture proposed by Phaal et al. can be customized for applying to mul-
tiple contexts such as software product planning. The turbulent and competitive
environment of the software industry, adds some complexity to the IT roadmap-
ping, Suomalainen et al. (2011) have proposed a research framework for the software
roadmapping, shown in the Figure 2-3. The market and business drivers are changing
constantly in order to remain competitive and emerging IT adds new possibilities to
be considered. In general, features management: capturing, analysing and prioritizing
features, is identied as the key aspect of IT roadmapping, several sources for new
8 2. Background theory.
features exist: market trends, standards, stakeholders, etc., and it is important not
to only get those requirements but prioritize them (Suomalainen et al., 2011). The
roadmap constitutes an excellent tool to get consensus about prioritization and to
communicate results, what is considered the most critical part of the whole process
(Suomalainen et al., 2011).
Figure 2-3: Software Roadmapping Framework (Suomalainen et al., 2011)
Stakeholders Process phases
Capturing Features
Analysing Features
Priotising Features
Roadmap Validation 
and Agreement
Change Management
of the Roadmap
Senior Management
Product Management
Sales and Channel
Partners
Customers
R&D
Technology Management
Business Development
Finance
Marketing
Engineering
Manucfacturing
Services
Perceived Impact of Software Product Roadmapping
Critical Process Phasing
2.2 Analytic network process (ANP)
The analytic hierarchical process (AHP) developed by Saaty has been widely used for
multi-criteria decision making. The AHP is used to derive priorities of the evaluated
alternatives in a hierarchical structure. The methodology starts with the denition of
the problem and the hierarchy decision structuring. The hierarchy model, shown on
Figure 2-4, begins at the top with the goal of the decision, then, in the middle appear
the criteria and sub-criteria used for performing the evaluation and at the end the set
of alternatives or options.
Next, matrices with comparisons of the elements in each level of the hierarchy respect
to the higher level elements, are constructed. For performing the comparisons a nu-
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merical scale has been proposed by Saaty (Table 2-1).
Figure 2-4: AHP hierarchy
GOAL
Criteria
Subcriteria
Alternatives
Table 2-1: Saaty Scale
Intensity of importance Denition
1 Equal importance
2 Weak or slight importance
3 Moderate importance
4 Moderate plus importance
5 Strong importance
6 Strong plus importance
7 Very strong importance
8 Very, very strong importance
9 Extreme importance
For an optimal decision making process is expected the judgements being consistent
among them, if a decision maker establishes criterion A to be more important than
criterion B, and B more important than C, is expected criterion A to be several
times more important than C. To calculate consistency, an indicator is used called
the consistency ratio. When the consistency ratio is lower or equal than 10%, the
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consistency of the judgements is acceptable. To calculate this indicator, the following
equations should be used (Ayag & Ozdemir, 2007)
CR =
CI
RI
(2-1)
CI =
max   n
n  1 (2-2)
where n is the size of the matrix, max is the highest of the set of eigenvalues  that
can be calculated using (Ayag & Ozdemir, 2007)
~A~x = ~x (2-3)
and RI is a random index that can be obtained from Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Random Index (Saaty & Ozdemir, 2003)
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
RI 0 0 0.52 0.89 1.11 1.25 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56
When the consistency of all judgement matrices is acceptable, the eigenvectors ~x with
max of each matrix are calculated. Those eigenvectors are normalized by dividing
each vector by the sum of all components, in order the make the sum of the vector
components to be one. The normalized eigenvector represents the priorities, impor-
tance or preference assigned by the decision makers respect to the analysed criteria or
alternatives. Those priorities should be used to weigh the priorities in the level below.
This process should continue until the nal alternatives priorities are obtained in the
bottom most level.
In the AHP approach, independence among criteria is required for getting the best
results of the methodology application. This is not the case for IT selection; some
studies (eg. Zulzalil et al., 2008) have demonstrated clear dependence among criteria
for the selection process, specically related with the quality (non-functional) require-
ments.
A more general approach called ANP was also developed by Saaty to handle this ad-
ditional challenge of interdependence. In the ANP method, a control hierarchy is rst
build to identify decision making criteria and their relation. If the model of the de-
cision problem does not behave as a hierarchy, a control network model should be used.
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In the network model as the one shown on Figure 2-5, sub-criteria are group in clus-
ters and dependencies are drawn. The point arrow indicates one element inuencing
another, loop connection indicates inner dependencies in the cluster.
Figure 2-5: ANP hierarchy
C1
C2
C3
C4
Saaty and Vargas (2006) identify two types of control criteria: the comparison-\linking"
criterion and the comparison-\inducing" criterion. The rst one is connected directly
to the structure and the second one is not, but induces inuences.
Pair-wise comparisons should be used to identify the degree of inuence of the fac-
tors among the other ones. Saaty and Vargas (2006) recommends to use this generic
question to ask DMs about inuences: \Given a control criterion (subcriterion), a
component (element) of the network, and given a pair of components (elements), how
much more does a given member of the pair inuence that component (element) with
respect to the control criterion (subcriterion) than the other member?". The inuences
are compared among clusters and with each element of a cluster respect to a connected
element in another cluster (Percin, 2008).
The alternatives are also compared respect to each of the components (Percin, 2008) to
determine how every alternative satises the criteria. After performing all comparison
the local priorities, as in the AHP process should be obtained. This local priorities are
used to ll the columns of the supermatrix (Equation 2-4), that describes the relation
between the components and clusters in the network.
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W =
C1 C2 : : : CN
e11e12 : : : e1n1 e21e22 : : : e2n2 : : : eN1eN2 : : : eNnN266666666666666666666666666666664
377777777777777777777777777777775
e11
C1 e12 W11 W12 : : : W1N
...
e1n1
e21
C2 e22 W21 W22 : : : W2N
...
e2n2
...
...
...
... : : :
...
eN1
CN eN2 WN1 WN2 : : : WNN
...
eNnN
(2-4)
The Wij entries in the supermatrix are matrices of the form shown in Equation 2-5
(Saaty & Vargas, 2006)
Wij =
266664
W j1i1 W
j2
i1 : : : W
jnj
i1
W j1i2 W
j2
i2 : : : W
jnj
i2
...
... : : :
...
W j1ini W
j2
ini
: : : W
jnj
ini
377775 (2-5)
For obtaining the weighted or stochastic supermatrix, the unweighted supermatrix is
multiplied by the cluster weights. In this supermatrix each column sums one. The limit
matrix is later obtained by raising the weighted matrix until it converges. From the
limit matrix alternatives priorities can be obtained and normalized (Saaty & Vargas,
2006).
2.3 Fuzzy logic
The decision makers face several diculties to precisely evaluate alternatives: the cri-
teria for the selection process are not always clearly dened and understood by the
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stakeholders, the vagueness of the linguistic terms used for performing the evaluation
of subjective criteria, the uncertainty about the DMs and the intrinsic fuzziness of
human judgement. Imprecision in decision-making problems has been usually handled
using fuzzy sets. Having a space of points X, with a generic element x of this space,
a fuzzy set A in X is dened by Zadeh (1965), as a class of objects with a continuum
grade of membership. The fuzzy set is characterized by a membership function fA(x)
which associates with each point in X a real number in the interval [0; 1], with the
value of fA(x) at x representing the grade of membership of x in A. A membership
of 0 indicates the element is not in the set, on the contrary, when the membership is
equal to 1, the element is completely in that set. A value between 0 and 1, indicates
partial membership in the set.
In decision-making applications, the triangular fuzzy numbers membership are nor-
mally used. A triangular fuzzy number can be dened as (a; b; c) with a membership
function
f(n) =
8><>:
x u
l u ; u  x  l
m x
m l ; l  x  m
0; otherwise
(2-6)
where l < m < u, as shown on Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-6: Membership function of a triangular fuzzy number (Kaufmann & Gupta,
1988)
.
fA(x)
0 xu m
1
l
Several authors have complemented the AHP-ANP methodologies with fuzzy logic to
improve the precision of the comparison process. In order to accomplish that, fuzzy tri-
angular numbers are used instead of the traditional Saaty nine-point scale, producing
all the comparison to be performed using a fuzzy scale. Once all the required compar-
isons have been done, a defuzzication or alternatively a fuzzy prioritization method
can be used to obtain alternatives priorities.
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In the defuzzication approach, fuzzy numbers are converted again to real numbers
after the comparison step and the method continues . The are many fuzzy priorization
methods, such as (Chang, 1996; Mikhailov & Singh, 2003). In the method proposed
here, fuzzy logic mathematics, algorithms and optimization process are carried out in
order to get priorities of DMs without performing defuzzication.
2.4 Group decision making
Cross functional teams can contribute with several benets to the decision making
process, interdisciplinarity is suggested when deciding the composition of team (Ayag &
Ozdemir, 2007). Moreover, it is important to involve in the decision process the people
that could be aected by the decision or a representative of each group. However, the
addition of participants in the selection process adds complexity. There are four ways
to combine preferences in group decision making (Table 2-3), by combining either the
judgements or priorities, using mathematical aggregation or consensus among the DMs
(Ishizaka & Labib, 2011).
Table 2-3: Preferences combination alternatives (Ishizaka & Labib, 2011)
Mathematical Aggregation
Yes No
Aggregation on: Judgements Geometric mean on
judgements
Consensus vote on
judgements
Priorities Weighted arithmetic
mean on priorities
Consensus vote on
priorities
The consensus vote can be used when the group is synergistic and equally powered
(Ishizaka & Labib, 2011). In other cases, mathematical aggregation is needed. Judge-
ment aggregation approach is preferred in this thesis, as it allow us to have dierent
DMs decision criteria importance weights according to their specic expertise, instead
of a general importance weight as in priorities aggregation. Even some experts can
have zero weight in some criteria analysis. For example, nancial experts could have
more importance weight in nancial factors and technology experts in functional re-
quirements.
For mathematical aggregation on judgements in a n DMs environment with dierent
DMs criteria importance weights W = w1; w2; :::; wn and
Pn
k=1wk = 1, every criteria
unied judgement Ji is calculated with
Ji = (
nY
k=1
(Jik)
wk) (2-7)
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In AHP-ANP, this type of aggregation allow us to conserve an acceptable consistency,
when all the individual judgement matrices are consistent by their own, as it has been
demonstrated by Adamcsek (2008, p. 25-28).
3.Literature review
Information technologies (ITs) have become widely used by companies for performing
complex tasks, automating processes, improving traceability, etc. As the demand of
ITs has increased, also the number of available alternatives. Organizations have to
consider dierent criteria, such as cost, eciency, portability and usability, in order to
choose among those alternatives.
In general, the IT selection process is composed by three main phases; the evaluation
criteria selection, the alternatives identication and the alternatives evaluation consid-
ering the chosen criteria.
The alternatives identication involves a search process of existing IT that could help
accomplish the organization objectives. To facilitate this process, previous IT selection
process and others companies experiences are very useful.
In the criteria selection phase is important to consider the type of IT that is going to
be evaluated, due to the fact that the criteria are very context dependent. However,
some general models have been developed in order to have a common base for evalu-
ation. The ISO/IEC 9126 standard has become one of the most popular approaches
for quality software evaluation (Botella et al., 2004). The quality criteria dened by
the ISO/IEC 9126 in combination with other non-technical factors such as the supplier
reputation and support have been used for performing IT selection (Carvallo & Franch,
2006).
The precise evaluation of those quality and non-technical factors, such as the usability
of the IT, is a dicult task for the decision maker (DM), who is unsure about the
alternative performance related with those factors. This uncertainty makes DMs to
produce subjective evaluations (Vlahavas, Stamelos, Refanidis, & Tsoukias, 1999) that
conducts to imprecise judgements about the alternatives and aects the nal selection.
Moreover, clear interdependencies among criteria have been identied by academics
and professionals, as in the case of quality criteria (Henningsson & Wohlin, 2002).
This makes the evaluation process even more complex, impeding the consideration of
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each criterion as independent from the other ones.
As the IT selection normally aects several people in the organization, the alternatives
evaluation process is normally performed by a team, rather than an individual. The
DMs of the team can reect their dierent interests related with the selection process
and can contribute to the decision according to their specic expertise. However, the
particular interest of each DM makes dicult to reach consensus.
In processes, such as multi-stage investment, medical diagnosis or personal dynamic
examination, the information is collected in dierent periods of time, causing a change
in the criteria values and weights in every period (Xu, 2008). Moreover, the evaluated
attributes can change in more complex environments, the criteria used in one period
for evaluation do not apply for the other ones. This kind of decision making problems
requires a MP analysis.
In IT selection criteria and alternatives also change in every period, information about
new products functionalities constantly arrives, at the same time, the DMs will have
new requirements according to their strategic plan and changing needs. For example,
in the selection of an e-commerce system is expected to have in the rst year of opera-
tion the basic functionalities to be able to sell products online, but for the next period,
manager will expect to integrate it with backend products as the enterprise resource
planning (ERP) and CRM of the company. At the same time, new developments in
related areas, as social networking will open new possibilities for the product. These
two aspects make the choice of an e-commerce platform, a dynamic decision, where
is necessary not only to consider the actual product functionalities and requirements,
but also the ones that are going to appear in the following periods.
The literature review performed focuses on the four mentioned problems: imprecision
and subjectivity, criteria and alternatives interdependence, group selection and alter-
natives and criteria change in time; it is done by studying the issues related with these
problems and the methods used for handling them.
3.1 Literature review methodology
An initial exploratory research about IT selection using the Scopus search system and
cross-referencing was performed in order to identify the main keywords associated with
the topic.
From the exploratory research, the following search equation was dened: \informa-
tion technolog*" OR \information and communication technolog*" OR \information
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system*" OR software OR cots OR \open source" OR *oss OR \software as a service"
OR saas OR \computer aided software engineering" OR case OR \enterprise resource
planning" OR erp OR \customer relationship management" OR crm OR \computer
aided development" OR cad OR \geographic information system" OR gis OR *com-
puter AND select* OR choic* OR choos* OR evaluat* AND model* OR method* OR
approach OR process OR tool OR framework OR criteri* OR techniqu*.
The search was limited to journal and congress articles related with IT selection from
the year 2002 to the year 2012. From this research, the 2,000 most relevant articles
according to the Scopus system were initially selected. A text mining tool called Van-
tage Point
TM
was used for reviewing the 2,000 articles. The articles were classied
according to the found keywords, excluding the articles that were not related with IT
selection.
From that process, 345 articles were obtained. Those articles were classied accord-
ing to the IT type that was studied. The following are the main clusters identied:
enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management (CRM), com-
mercial of the shield (COTS), computer aided design (CAD), computer maintenance
management system (CMMS), computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), software as
a service (SaaS), geographic information system (GIS), agent oriented software engi-
neering (AOSE), simulators and electronic commerce (E-commerce). In Figure 3-1, a
graph of the number of articles by cluster is shown.
The articles were also classied according to the methodologies they used, as shown
on Figure 3-2. The methodologies clusters were dened based on the common deci-
sion making methods and theories used for handling imprecision, interdependence and
group selection problems, such as fuzzy logic, analytic hierarchy process (AHP), an-
alytic network process (ANP), the technique for order of preference by the similarity
to ideal solution (TOPSIS), data envelopment analysis (DEA), case based reasoning
(CBR), articial neural network (ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA).
The 354 articles were manually reviewed, excluding the ones lacking of a completely
dened method for IT selection. Finally 53 articles were selected, as shown on Table 3-
1. Of the 53 articles: 23 were related with ERP selection, 8 with COTS selection, 5
with general IT selection, 2 with CAD selection, 2 with CMMS selection, 2 with CRM
selection, 2 with GIS selection, 2 with simulation software, 1 with antivirus selection,
1 with auditing software, 1 with business process management (BPM), 1 with CIM
selection, 1 with data warehouse (DW) selection, 1 with E-commerce and 1 with Open
source software (OS) selection.
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Figure 3-1: IT type clusters
E-commerce (12) 
ERP (57) 
GIS (42)I  
CASE (2) 
CMMS (1) 
CAD (6) 
Saas (3) 
AOSE (2) CRM (4) 
Simulator (13)i l  
COTS (29) 
CIM (1)I  
Figure 3-2: Methodologies clusters
ANN (8) 
GA (28) 
IEC 9126 (4)I   
ANP (33) 
AHP (151) 
Fuzzy (131) 
DEA (24) 
TOPSIS (19)I  
Group selection (14) l i  
CBR (53) 
Table 3-1: Selected literature
Authors (Year) IT Type
Mamaghani (2002) Antivirus
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Table 3-1: (continued)
Authors (Year) IT Type
Bozdag et al. (2003) CIM
Colombo and Francalanci (2004) CRM
Grau et al. (2004) COTS
Mikhailov and Masizana (2004) General
Sarkis and Talluri (2004) Ecommerce
Yeoh and Miller (2004) COTS
Cil, Alpturk, and Yazgan (2005) COTS
Cochran and Chen (2005) Simulation
C.-C. Wei, Chien, and Wang (2005) ERP
Mulebeke and Zheng (2006) CAD
Shyur (2006) COTS
Ayag and Ozdemir (2007) ERP
Eldrandaly (2007) GIS
Hong and Kim (2007) CRM
Lee, Kim, Choi, and Rhew (2007) OS
Liao, Li, and Lu (2007) ERP
H.-Y. Lin, Hsu, and Sheen (2007) DW
Percin (2008) ERP
Razmi and Sangari (2008) ERP
Cebeci (2009) ERP
Far, Mudigonda, and Elamy (2009) General
Gupta, Mehlawat, Mittal, and Verma (2009) COTS
Karaarslan and Gundogar (2009) ERP
Lan and Congbo (2009) ERP
Lingyu, Bingwu, and Juntao (2009) ERP
Yazgan, Boran, and Goztepe (2009) ERP
Ayag (2010) CAD
Barreiros, Grilo, Cruz-Machado, and Cabrita (2010) ERP
Haghighi and Ma (2010) ERP
Hua and Song (2010) ERP
Kahraman, Beskese, and Kaya (2010) ERP
Onut and Efendigil (2010) ERP
Sen, Baracli, Sen, and Basligil (2009) General
Shih (2010) ERP
G. Wei and Lin (2010) ERP
Asgari, Allahverdiloo, and Samkhani (2011) ERP
Ayag (2011) Simulation
Duran (2011) CMMS
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Table 3-1: (continued)
Authors (Year) IT Type
Etaati et al. (2011) General
Jadhav and Sonar (2011) General
C.-W. Lin and Wang (2011) Auditing
Mohamed, Ruhe, and Eberlein (2011) COTS
Tolga (2011) ERP
Changyun, Haiyan, Gexin, and Zhibing (2012) BPM
Gupta, Mehlawat, and Verma (2012) COTS
Gurbuz et al. (2012) ERP
Huiqun and Guang (2012) ERP
Jankovic and Milidragovic (2012) GIS
Nazir, Khan, Anwar, Khan, and Nazir (2012) COTS
Olson, Johansson, and Carvalho (2012) ERP
Uysal and Tosun (2012) CMMS
3.2 Information technology selection problems
3.2.1 Imprecision and subjectivity
46 out of the 53 reviewed articles propose a way to deal with imprecision and subjectiv-
ity. In the Table 3-2, the reviewed articles are classied according to the methodology
used for addressing this issue.
Table 3-2: Imprecision and subjectivity in IT selection methods classication
Method Articles
AHP Mamaghani (2002)
Colombo and Francalanci (2004)
Sarkis and Talluri (2004)
Yeoh and Miller (2004)
Cil et al. (2005)
C.-C. Wei et al. (2005)
Eldrandaly (2007)
Hong and Kim (2007)
Karaarslan and Gundogar (2009)
Jankovic and Milidragovic (2012)
ANP Mulebeke and Zheng (2006)
Shyur (2006)
Percin (2008)
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Table 3-2: (continued)
Method Articles
Ayag (2011)
C.-W. Lin and Wang (2011)
Gurbuz et al. (2012)
Fuzzy logic Cochran and Chen (2005)
Liao et al. (2007)
H.-Y. Lin et al. (2007)
Lingyu et al. (2009)
Barreiros et al. (2010)
Hua and Song (2010)
Sen et al. (2009)
G. Wei and Lin (2010)
Asgari et al. (2011)
Nazir et al. (2012)
Uysal and Tosun (2012)
Fuzzy logic + AHP Bozdag et al. (2003)
Cebeci (2009)
Gupta et al. (2009)
Lan and Congbo (2009)
Yazgan et al. (2009)
Ayag (2010)
Kahraman et al. (2010)
Onut and Efendigil (2010)
Shih (2010)
Duran (2011)
Tolga (2011)
Changyun et al. (2012)
Gupta et al. (2012)
Huiqun and Guang (2012)
Fuzzy logic + ANP Ayag and Ozdemir (2007)
Etaati et al. (2011)
ANP+ANN Yazgan et al. (2009)
AHP + Discomposure of attributes Grau et al. (2004)
As can be seen in the Table 3-2, the majority of articles (28) use fuzzy logic as the
principal tool for managing imprecision.
Some authors, such as (Lingyu et al., 2009; Uysal & Tosun, 2012; Huiqun & Guang,
2012) , combine fuzzy theory with TOPSIS, allowing DMs to perform subjective clas-
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sications of alternatives preference related with every evaluated criteria, simplifying
the comparison process.
Fuzzy logic approaches are further explored by Bozdag et al. (2003), who test four
dierent approaches for IT selection with imprecision: Blin's fuzzy relations, fuzzy
synthetic evaluations, Yager's weighted goals method and fuzzy AHP. They fuzzy AHP
is marked as the most capable approach for capturing human's appraisal of ambiguity
in complex problems, but it is criticized because of the need of extensive computations.
The Blin's fuzzy relations method, is described as the easiest of the four approaches,
but the fact that all quality factors are assessed as a whole, makes it less precise.
Sen et al. (2009) propose a fuzzy quality function deployment method for the identi-
cation of the relation between non-functional and functional requirements that allow
us to establish the relative importance of the criteria. A similar approach is used by
(Karsak & Ozogul, 2009), who employ fuzzy linear regression for establishing relations
between customer requirements and ERP characteristics.
For evaluating risk in the ERP selection, Tolga (2011) proposes a fuzzy real options
approach that deals with the selection process as an investment.
Some no fuzzy approaches have also been used; Grau et al. (2004) suggest the dis-
aggregation of the attributes in measurable terms. Other authors use the AHP-ANP
approaches without the fuzzy complement, using the pair-wise comparison for dealing
with imprecision. However, several authors of the review, agree that the combination
with fuzzy logic enhances and facilitates the performing of these pair-wise comparisons.
Finally, Yazgan et al. (2009) proposes the used of ANN to deal with imprecision; ac-
cording to him, the nal result that comes from the trained network is superior than
subjective decisions, as it reects the experience and knowledge of the project team.
According to the review, the fuzzy AHP-ANP methods seem to be the best approaches
to the imprecision problem. However, in decisions with several alternatives, the num-
ber of pair-wise comparisons necessary for performing the decision can be excessive;
the addition of a step of elimination of alternatives or the use of fuzzy TOPSIS for
nal evaluation could simplify the selection process.
The imprecision and subjectivity problem in the evaluation process has been widely
studied, but further study is necessary in the mapping of market and business require-
ments with alternatives characteristics in order to dene evaluation criteria.
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3.2.2 Criteria and alternatives interdependence
Dierent considerations to the criteria and alternatives independence problem have
been undertaken. Mulebeke and Zheng (2006) have indicated interdependence between
software functions of CAD products such as design, engineering analysis, manufactur-
ing planning, manufacturing control and data management with selection criteria:
performance, usability and data support.
Ayag and Ozdemir (2007) have marked independence among software selection dimen-
sions in ERP selection such as system cost, vendor support and quality factors, but
all to all dependence among attributes enablers of those dimensions. For C.-W. Lin
and Wang (2011), main criteria selection for auditing software is also independent and
attributes are dependent through one way or bidirectional relations. In a one way
relation, only one factor aects the other one, but not the otherwise.
For Percin (2008), there are bidirectional inuence and inner dependencies among the
three cluster of system factors, vendor factor and alternatives. He also considers al-
ternatives also dependent among each others in terms of the nal decision. Gurbuz
et al. (2012) agree about all to all criteria dependencies, but establish the alternatives
as independent and the selection criteria as no inuenced by them. Ayag (2011) also
considers the alternatives independent in the simulation selection case and inner and
bi-directional dependence about criteria.
Yazgan et al. (2009) consider alternatives inner dependencies and bi-directional inu-
ences among several factors, but establish that they are also no inuencing factors. For
example, data knowledge criteria do not inuence general characteristics of the ERP.
For Etaati et al. (2011), only some of the quality criteria have dependencies.
To identify the most inuence factors is also important in the determination of de-
pendencies. For example, Shyur (2006) marks technology risk as the most inuenced
criterion and the supplier support as the criterion that inuences the other the most in
the COTS selection. Later, in the study case, it is shown how the dependencies aect
the nal weight of criteria, making the supplier support obtain the highest weight of
all criteria.
Respect to the used methodologies for handling with interdependence problems, all
authors agree in the use of the ANP approach, except Grau et al. (2004), who handle
interdependence among criteria by paring factor and evaluating the level of synergy or
conict between them, as shown on Table 3-3.
Summarizing, the majority of articles establish a combination of hierarchy and network
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Table 3-3: interdependence in IT selection methods classication
Method Articles
ANP Mulebeke and Zheng (2006)
Shyur (2006)
Ayag and Ozdemir (2007)
Percin (2008)
Yazgan et al. (2009)
Ayag (2011)
Etaati et al. (2011)
C.-W. Lin and Wang (2011)
Gurbuz et al. (2012)
Synergy or conict Grau et al. (2004)
combinations, except by (Percin, 2008; Ayag, 2011; Gurbuz et al., 2012). All to all
relations is a correct approach, but increases the complexity of the problem and the
number of comparisons necessary to make the selection.
Only 10 articles out of the 53 analyzed propose how to handle the interdependence
problem. At the same time there is not a complete agreement about the dependence
among criteria and alternatives. Further study is necessary in order to achieve a more
general model that helps DMs to easily establish dependencies.
3.2.3 Group decision-making
Ishizaka and Labib (2011) have performed an extended analysis of AHP, including
group decision making. They established four ways to combine individual decisions
into a unied group decision: by aggregating judgements or priorities, using mathe-
matical or consensus aggregation.
Consensus aggregation simplies the group decision process. Shyur (2006) and Ayag
and Ozdemir (2007) consider cross functional teams consensus in their study cases.
However, consensus is not always possible or preferred, moreover, when conicting or
no equally powered teams are involved in the decision process.
After reviewing articles about group decision making in IT selection, it was estab-
lished, the classication remained valid, even for not AHP-ANP approaches. In all
the analyzed methods the decisions are combined in one of two steps: in the initial
judgements step or at the end, after each DM has performed all the evaluation process.
In Table 3-4, the approaches to group decision making are classied. As can be seen,
12 articles out of the 18 that proposed a method, used judgement aggregation.
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Table 3-4: Group decision making in IT selection methods classication
Method Article
Priorities aggregation Bozdag et al. (2003)
Cil et al. (2005)
C.-C. Wei et al. (2005)
Hong and Kim (2007)
Far et al. (2009)
Gurbuz et al. (2012)
Judgement aggregation Bozdag et al. (2003)
Colombo and Francalanci (2004)
Liao et al. (2007)
H.-Y. Lin et al. (2007)
Yazgan et al. (2009)
Barreiros et al. (2010)
Kahraman et al. (2010)P
Sen et al. (2009)
Shih (2010)
Asgari et al. (2011)
Etaati et al. (2011)
Uysal and Tosun (2012)
Judgment aggregation is normally used when the number of DMs is high. Colombo
and Francalanci (2004) use this approach to summarize the opinion of 45 experts in a
CRM selection process.
Another important issue in group decision making is to handle dierent DMs impor-
tance; Liao et al. (2007) and Kahraman et al. (2010) study this issue, proposing a
mathematical model for addressing it. However, a real case example is missing in the
study.
Yazgan et al. (2009) takes advantage of experts opinion in a dierent way. Their
judgements are used to train the neural network and provide the knowledge for future
decision without the need of a team.
According to Ishizaka and Labib (2011), DMs prefer priorities aggregation as it facili-
tates negotiation among them. In environments of few DMs or conicting groups, this
approach can be preferred over judgement aggregation.
For the case of synergist groups or large number of experts, judgements aggregation is
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an interesting approach that permits to reduce mathematical operations and simplify
the process of selection.
From the review, it is clear that group decision making in IT selection has yet to be
explored. Weighting of the DM's importance for the decision process needs to be fur-
ther studied. None of the reviewed articles addresses the problem of having relative
importance weight according to the area of expertise of the DM.
Another pending research topic is related with dealing with uncertainty and incomplete
judgements in the group selection. In his general study about group decision making,
(Yang, Ge, He, & Liu, 2010) proposes a method for handling both incomplete and
inconsistent judgements of DMs. This research can be used as a base for IT group
selection under uncertainty.
3.2.4 Alternatives and criteria change in time
None of the reviewed articles proposes a way to handle with alternatives and criteria
change in time. The closest related article of the reviewed ones, is (Tolga, 2011), which
describes the ERP selection as an investment problem with many nancial risk asso-
ciated in the implementation phase. Tolga (2011) uses fuzzy real options for model
this reinvestments future process in the implementation phase and posteriorly. In the
study only change related with the nancial investment is consider, alternatives and
selection criteria change in time is not taken into account.
An extra review outside information technology selection was conducted, little work
was found about criteria and alternative change in decision making process in gen-
eral. The most related work about this topic has been done by Xu (2008, 2009). Xu
has investigated multi-period decision problems, where new information for decision
making enters every period and has proposed the use of a dynamic weighted averaging
(DWA) operator as a possible solution . According to Xu, having a collection of real-
valued arguments a(t1); a(t2); :::; a(tp), from p dierent periods tk(k = 1; 2; :::; p), and
k(t) = (k(t1); k(t2); :::; k(tp))
T be the weight vector of the periods, the DWA operator
is dened as:
DWA(t)(a(t1); a(t2); :::; a(tp)) =
pX
k=1
(tk)a(tk) (3-1)
where
(tk)  0; k = 1; 2; :::; p;
pX
k=1
(tk) = 1 (3-2)
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Xu (2008) characterizes the determination of the weight vector as one of the important
steps of the DWA operator method. For that purpose, Xu (2008) proposes DMs to give
it directly or the use of arithmetic series, geometric series and normal distributions, as
alternatives to establish it.
Xu (2009) extended his initial work by considering factors related with group decision
making and imprecision in the assessment process. This is done, by using a modied
dynamic operator called dynamic uncertain linguistic weighted geometric(DULWG).
Having ~sk(tk)(k = 1; 2; :::; p), be p linguistic labels collected at p dierent periods
tk(k = 1; 2; :::; p), and w(t) = (w(t1); w(t2); :::; w(tp))
T be the weight vector of the
periods tk(k = 1; 2; :::; p), the DULWG operator is dened as:
DULWG(~s1(t1); ~s2(t2); :::; ~sp(tp)) = (~s1(t1))
w(t1)
(~s2(t2))w(t2)
  
(~sp(tp))w(tp) (3-3)
Xu's (2009) research is the most complete work about multi-period decision making
and constitutes an important base for criteria and alternative change in IT selection.
However, the study does not consider interdependence among criteria and criteria
comparisons for obtaining the weights for decision making and has not been applied
to any selection problems yet.
3.2.5 Simultaneous IT selection problems handling
Another important problem in IT selection is how to deal several of the described prob-
lems simultaneously. Some of the reviewed articles propose ways to handle two and
even three of the discussed problems. In the Table 3-5, the articles and the combined
problems they deal with are listed.
As can be seen in Table 3-5, none of the reviewed articles proposes how to handle the
alternative and criteria change on time, and only three articles out of the 53 reviewed,
propose a way to treat the imprecision, interdependence and group decision making
problems at the same time.
Group and imprecision are handled by combining fuzzy logic with judgement or prior-
ities aggregation, except in (Colombo & Francalanci, 2004; Cil et al., 2005; C.-C. Wei
et al., 2005; Hong & Kim, 2007; Yazgan et al., 2009) where fuzzy logic is not used.
All the analysed articles handling interdependence and imprecision use Fuzzy ANP
or simple ANP, except for Grau et al. (2004) who propose the disaggregation of the
attributes to a measurable scale plus a synergy-conict analysis.
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Table 3-5: List of articles dealing with several IT problems simultaneously
IT Problems Articles
Imprecision + interdependence Grau et al. (2004)
Mulebeke and Zheng (2006)
Shyur (2006)
Ayag and Ozdemir (2007)
Percin (2008)
Ayag (2011)
C.-W. Lin and Wang (2011)
Gurbuz et al. (2012)
Imprecision + Group decision Bozdag et al. (2003)
Colombo and Francalanci (2004)
Cil et al. (2005)
C.-C. Wei et al. (2005)
Liao et al. (2007)
H.-Y. Lin et al. (2007)
Hong and Kim (2007)
Barreiros et al. (2010)
Kahraman et al. (2010)P
Sen et al. (2009)
Shih (2010)
Asgari et al. (2011)
Gurbuz et al. (2012)
Uysal and Tosun (2012)
Imprecision + interdependence + Yazgan et al. (2009)
Group decision making Etaati et al. (2011)
Alternative and criteria change None
From the authors who handle the three problems at the same time, Gurbuz et al. (2012)
do it combining ANP with group decision making by priorities aggregation, and Etaati
et al. (2011) by using a fuzzy group ANP methodology for general IT selection, and
the group combination is done by judgements aggregation. On the contrary, Yazgan
et al. (2009) use ANN, as it was explained before.
The Yazgan's approach has the advantage over the other methods of allowing for
reusing the knowledge for future decisions. Regarding the other methods, the fuzzy
group ANP is the most complete approach.
4.Information technology selection methodol-
ogy
The proposed methodology is based on the combination of decision-making tools with
future technology assessment techniques that make it possible to evaluate the infor-
mation technology problem in a MP environment with variability of the alternatives
and criteria. A general diagram describing the IT selection procedure is shown on
Figure 4-1. In the following sections, the recommended steps for an optimal selection
process, are explained.
4.1 Form the selection team
The rst step of the methodology is to form a team responsible for the selection
process, interdisciplinarity is recommend in order to get dierent points of views in
the evaluation process. Moreover, the stakeholders leaders involvement in the decision
process can facilitate the organization IT selection acceptance and implementation.
4.2 Gather requirements, identify alternatives and
determine evaluation periods
Technology roadmapping technique is proposed for gathering the actual an future or-
ganization requirements, related with the IT selection process. The multi-layer form
(Phaal et al., 2004a) is recommended for establishing the group of functional require-
ments needed by the organization. In Figure 4-2, a base diagram for roadmapping is
shown, the map has three layers (know-why, know-what and know-how), the know-
what layer will contain the group of functional requirements, the know-why layer will
have the market and businesses drivers and the know-how layer will display the tech-
nology features that allow for accomplishing the requirements.
When the most relevant functional requirements have been found, the experts must
gather technology alternatives that could accomplish the features detected in the know-
how layer. The experts should identify also the technology provider estimated releases
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and new product functionalities versions, some kind of roadmap of the IT alternative.
Figure 4-1: IT selection methodology
Form the selection team Gather actual and future requirements
with technology roadmapping Gather technology alternatives
Estimate alternatives’
release cycles
Adjust technology
roadmapping
Identify critical group
of requirements
Create control 
hierarchy network
Remove equally 
satisfied criteria
Build multi-period zero-one
influence matrix
Each expert perform assigned multi-period
fuzzy pair-wise comparisons
Determine experts importance
weight for evaluation
Defuzzify comparisons matrices
Get eigenvector and calculate 
consistency ratio CR<10%
No- Ajdust fuzzy comparisons
Evaluate alternatives
vs criteria
Yes
For functional criteria
use score approach
Combine experts judgements according
their importance weight
Fill super-matrixMultiply unweighted super-matrix by clusters
 weights (Weigthed super-matrix)
Obtain limit matrix by raising weighted
super-matrix until it converges
Get alternaties priorities
and normalized them
Select best alternative
Those releases cycles estimation do not have to be extremely accurate. The purpose of
this information is allowing experts to determine when a group of requirements could
be satised with new features of the evaluated alternatives. Combining this informa-
tion with the future needs of the organization, the experts will be able to move the
planning dates for the groups of requirements in the roadmap, getting a more precise
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map.
Figure 4-2: Customized roadmap for gathering requirements
Business and
Market Drivers
(Know-why)
Group of
requirements
(Know-what)
Important requirements
Technology
Features
(Know-how)
time
The experts should also determine the most critical groups of requirements, they can
select those in the roadmap with a dierent colour or ll style. The expected date to
satisfy these groups of requirements will determine the evaluation periods. Every time
an important group of requirements appears, it is necessary to perform an evaluation
of the alternatives.
4.3 Multi-period control hierarchy network:
According to the ANP method it is recommended to create a control hierarchy network
that describes criteria and sub-criteria for the selection process (Saaty & Vargas, 2006).
The base criteria for selection will be those gathered from the roadmapping. Other
criteria as the product quality and aspects related with the technology vendor, should
be also considered. If DMs detect some criterion equally satised by all alternatives,
they can remove it from analysis.
In a MP environment for IT selection, criteria and sub-criteria and their interdepen-
dencies relations can change from one period to another one. There could be also
temporal interdependence among criteria from dierent periods.
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For determining the interdependence among sub-criteria, Saaty recommends to build
a zero-one matrix, using one to describe dependency and zero otherwise (Saaty &
Vargas, 2006). For this case, it is necessary to extend this matrix for evaluating criteria
dependence not only among the criteria in the same period but among other periods
criteria. A MP criteria inuence super-matrix is recommend for doing this, all criteria
and sub-criteria from all periods are put into the matrix and the dependencies among
them are marked with one, the no depending relations do not have to be marked.
Having P = [P1; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; PM ] periods, Ci = [Ci1; : : : ; Cij; : : : ; CiN ] clusters for every
Pi period and eij = [eij1; eij2; : : : ; eijnij ] elements for each Cij clusters, the Equation 4-1
describe the MP inuence super-matrix.
I =
P1 : : : PM
C11 : : : C1N : : : CM1 : : : CMN
e111 : : : e11n11 : : : e1N1 : : : e1Nn1N : : : eM11 : : : eM1nN1 : : : eMN1 : : : eMNnNN26666666666666666666666666666666666664
37777777777777777777777777777777777775
e111
C11
..
. I1111 : : : I111N : : : I11M1 : : : I11MN
e11n11
P1
..
.
..
.
e1N1
C1N
.
.. I1N11 : : : I1N1N : : : I1NM1 : : : I1NMN
e1Nn11
.
..
.
..
.
..
eM11
CM1
..
. IM111 : : : IM11N : : : IM1M1 : : : IM1MN
eM1n11
PM
..
.
..
.
eMN1
CMN
.
.. IMN11 : : : IMN1N : : : IMNM1 : : : IMNMN
eMNnNN
(4-1)
The Iijkl entries in the supermatrix are matrices of the following form
Iijkl =
266664
I l1ijk1 I
l2
ijk1 : : : I
lnl
ijk1
I l1ijk2 I
l2
ijk2 : : : I
lnl
ijk2
...
... : : :
...
I l1ijknk I
l2
ijknk
: : : I
lnl
ijknk
377775
Each element of the inuences matrices can be zero, if there is not inuence, or one,
otherwise.
After getting the relations among criteria, the DMs can draw the network dependen-
cies. Dependencies among functional criteria can be detected from the roadmapping
construction directly. In the Figure 4-3, a MP control hierarchy network example is
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shown, the graph is divided in periods of time (P1; P2; :::; PM), clusters criteria with
sub-criteria and dependencies among then are drawn. A loop, as in original control
hierarchy network, indicates inner dependency among components in a cluster.
Figure 4-3: Multi-period control hierarchy network
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C2
P1
C5-P1
C4-P2
P2 P3
C3
C5-P2
C4-P3
C5-P3
4.4 Multi-period fuzzy group ANP:
In a no-changing no-dependent criteria environment, the DWA operator is a good ap-
proach for MP evaluation. However, in IT selection, as it has been shown in previous
sections, dependency exists and criteria will certainly change from one period to an-
other, as the requirements and features evolve. The weight vector in an interdependent
MP criteria changing environment can not be described correctly by time series and
results very complex to be determined directly by DMs. Also, some extra considera-
tions are necessary to handle interdependence and criteria evaluation change from one
period to another.
To handle this complexity, an extension of FGANP to a multi-period FGANP (MP-
FGANP) is proposed. In MP-FGANP, all criteria and sub-criteria coming from all pe-
riods are handled as decision factors, the main idea is to obtain, through the pair-wise
comparison and normalization processes, the overall weighting importance of every
period criteria and sub-criteria. Having this information and the alternatives data,
DMs can obtain the alternatives priorities and choose the best ranked technology. The
general process is following explained.
Each expert should describe the relative importance of every criterion against the
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other ones, doing pair-wise comparisons. For helping the experts with their judge-
ments, fuzzy terms of Table 4-1 can be used. The comparison should be performed
among all related criteria according to the MP control hierarchy network and the in-
uence MP super-matrix.
In this thesis, a ve fuzzy terms approach is used (Table 4-1), based on Saaty original
scale. The graphic representation of membership function is shown on Figure 4-4.
Table 4-1: Fuzzy Terms
Fuzzy
number
Linguistic scale Triangular
fuzzy scale
Triangular fuzzy
reciprocal scale
~1 Equally important (1, 1, 2) (1/2, 1, 1)
~3 Weakly more important (1, 3, 5) (1/5, 1/3, 1)
~5 Strongly more important (3, 5, 7) (1/7, 1/5, 1/3)
~7 Very strongly more important (5, 7, 9) (1/9, 1/7, 1/5)
~9 Absolutely more important (7, 9, 9) (1/9, 1/9, 1/7)
Figure 4-4: Fuzzy membership function
.
x
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0
1.0
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For fuzzy weighting and prioritization, several methods have been developed. In Ayag
and Ozdemir's (2007) ERP selection study, a defuzzication method using the -cut
concept is explained, this approach is characterized by its simplicity and seamless in-
tegration with original ANP method, allowing for the direct use of ANP consistency
analysis and existing software tools. In this thesis, a modied version of Ayag's de-
fuzzication method, for reducing the number of judgements performed by the DMs
and improving consistency, is used. The proposed method is explained next.
A triangular fuzzy number can be denoted as ~M = (l;m; u). Having C1; C2; :::; Cn;
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criteria, a fuzzy judgement table can be constructed with n(n 1)
2
fuzzy pair-wise com-
parisons as given bellow on Table 4-2, using the fuzzy numbers of Table 4-1.
Table 4-2: Pair-wise comparison table
C2 C3 . . . Cn
C1 ~a12 ~a13 . . . ~a1n
C2 ~a23 . . . ~a2n
...
. . .
...
Cn 1 ~a(n 1)n
The -cut values can be obtained with the Equation 4-2, where  is the DM condence
level in his/her judgement (Ayag & Ozdemir, 2007)
[~al ; ~a

u ] = [(m  l) + l; (u m) + u];8 2 [0; 1]: (4-2)
Then, the defuzzied numbers can be calculate with the Equation 4-3, with  being
an optimism level of the DM (Ayag & Ozdemir, 2007)
~aij = ~a

iju + (1  )~aijl;8 2 [0; 1]: (4-3)
The complete defuzzied matrix can be lled with previous obtained values and fol-
lowing this rules: ~aij = 1 if i = j and ~a

ji =
1
~aij
, as described in the next matrix
(Equation 4-4).
~A =
2666666666664
1 ~a12 : : : : : : ~a

1n
1
~a12
1 : : : : : : ~a2n
... 1
~aij
. . .
...
...
...
. . . ~an 1(n)
1
~a1n
1
~a2n
: : : : : : 1
3777777777775
(4-4)
Having the defuzzied matrix, the set of eigenvalues  can be calculated using Equa-
tion 2-3 and consistency ratio with Equation 2-1. If the CR  10%, judgements must
be reviewed and pair-wise comparison for that case should be repeated or adjusted.
Also alternatives versus criteria should be evaluated, objective information collected
in previous steps is recommended for establishing priorities. It is suggested to use
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objective data for performing the criteria satisfaction evaluation, wherever possible.
For criterion without objective data, pair-wise comparison can be use as an alternative
for evaluation, DMs could establish how an alternative accomplishes a criteria over the
other ones.
For functional criteria evaluation, a score approach is recommended. The DMs should
list all the requirements associated with criteria, and give a score according to the
functionality availability in the projected period of time. Table 4-3 can be used as a
base for evaluation. For considering the uncertainty associated to the features release,
the DMs can also assign a percentage of probability from 0% to 100% of having the
functionality in the required period.
When consistency is reached for all the elements, judgements matrices using Equa-
tion 2-7 should be combined. For the combination process, it is important to establish
the hierarchy weights of every DMs according to their area of expertise. It is possible
to have dierent DMs' weights per matrix, and even some DMs can decide not to
participate with some judgements, if they do not feel with enough expertise to do it.
DMs' weights denition can be done directly or they can use a decision-making method.
Having unied judgements information, DMs should calculate priorities vector to ll
the MP unweighted super-matrix. The MP unweighted super-matrix, described in the
Equation 4-5, is an ANP unweighted super-matrix, but with all the periods criteria.
W =
P1 : : : PM
C11 : : : C1N : : : CM1 : : : CMN
e111 : : : e11n11 : : : e1N1 : : : e1Nn1N : : : eM11 : : : eM1nN1 : : : eMN1 : : : eMNnNN26666666666666666666666666666666666664
37777777777777777777777777777777777775
e111
C11
..
. W1111 : : : W111N : : : W11M1 : : : W11MN
e11n11
P1
..
.
..
.
e1N1
C1N
.
.. W1N11 : : : W1N1N : : : W1NM1 : : : W1NMN
e1Nn11
.
..
.
..
.
..
eM11
CM1
..
. WM111 : : : WM11N : : : WM1M1 : : : WM1MN
eM1n11
PM
..
.
..
.
eMN1
CMN
.
.. WMN11 : : : WMN1N : : : WMNM1 : : : WMNMN
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(4-5)
The Wijkl entries in the super-matrix are matrices of the following form
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Wijkl =
266664
W l1ijk1 W
l2
ijk1 : : : W
lnl
ijk1
W l1ijk2 W
l2
ijk2 : : : W
lnl
ijk2
...
... : : :
...
W l1ijknk W
l2
ijknk
: : : W
lnl
ijknk
377775
Table 4-3: Functional requirements scale
Description Value
Not supported (NS) 0
Indirectly supported using additional software (IS) 0.5
Supported (S) 1
Priorities vector correspond to the eigenvector of the judgement matrix. The matrix
can be lled starting from MP inuence super-matrix, the zero values remain equal
and the one values are replace for the corresponding priority.
Clusters weights should be also determined to obtain the MP weighted super-matrix.
For getting clusters weights, pair-wise comparison among the clusters are performed
and priorities from that process are obtained. The clusters weights pair-wise compar-
ison for the multi-period environment is shown in Equation 4-6.
CW =
P1 : : : PM
C11 : : : C1N : : : CM1 : : : CMN2666666666664
3777777777775
C11 CW1111 : : : CW111N : : : CW11M1 : : : CW11MN
P1
...
C1N CW11N1 : : : CW1N1N : : : CW1NM1 : : : CW1NMN
...
...
CM1 CWM111 : : : CWM11N : : : CWM1M1 : : : CWM1MN
PM
...
CMN CWMN11 : : : CWMN1N : : : CWMNM1 : : : CWMNMN
(4-6)
The MP unweighted super-matrix is multiplied by the clusters weights for obtaining
the MP weighted super-matrix. This super-matrix is raised to a power that makes it
converge into a stable one (all columns being identical). This converged super-matrix
is called the MP limit super-matrix.
From the MP limit super-matrix, alternatives scores can be obtained from the alter-
natives cluster section. Those scores are normalized by dividing each alternative score
by the sum of all alternatives scores, obtaining the nal priorities. From normalized
priorities the best alternatives can be selected.
5.Customer relationship management system
selection: Case study
Customer relationship management (CRM) search for customer satisfaction through
the integration of various processes such as contacts management, sales, customer ser-
vice and marketing activities (Kalakota & Robinson, 2002). CRM systems provide
tools for facilitating the handling and integration of those processes.
The case study CRM system selection was formulated by the author with the help of
two experts: an accountant, nancial specialist with two years of experience in the
IT industry and an electronic engineer and technology management master candidate
with ve year experience in IT project management and development. The experts
help in the modelling and in the important criteria judgement processes. From now on,
the nancial expert will be denoted as DM1, the author as DM2 and the IT expert as
DM3. For performing the ANP calculations, the SuperDecisions
TM
software developed
by Saaty was used and for the defuzzication and judgement aggregation process some
scripts programmed by the author.
In order to establish the advantages of considering the decision as a multi-period one,
a comparison process between a one period approach and the proposed method was
conducted. First, the experts performed the selection using the fuzzy group ANP
methodology considering only one evaluation period and later, using the multi-period
approach.
5.1 One period fuzzy group ANP method
The team detected three software alternatives that could accomplish their goals. From
every alternative they gathered their monthly cost as shown on Table 5-1.
The A1 is a cloud solution called salesforce.com with 13 years in the market and it is
used by companies such as Facebook, HP and Vodafone. The A2 and A3 are also cloud
solutions and have eight years in the market. The A2 (SugarCRM) is used by compa-
nies such as Coca-Cola Enterprise, VTech and Watts Industries. The A3 (VTiger) is
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used by companies such as Greenbeard Inc, Odyssey Networks and KoolBrains.
Table 5-1: Alternatives monthly cost
Alternative Monthly cost per user
A1 USD $65
A2 USD $45
A3 USD $12
After selection criteria was established, the DMs decided the importance weight of their
judgements for evaluating the criteria according their expertise, the relative weights of
each DM are shown on Table 5-2. All DMs were considered as moderate:  = 0:5 and
 = 0:5, and had the same importance weight for global criteria relative importance
denition.
Table 5-2: DMs importance weight
DM Functional criteria Non-functional criteria Financial Vendor
DM1 0 0 1 0
DM2 1 0.6 0 1
DM3 0 0.4 0 0
Then, the control model was built and the inuences among sub-criteria established,
as shown in Figure 5-1. The model in this selection process is composed of a hierarchy
section at the beginning and the end of the model, and a network in the criteria and
sub-criteria middle section.
Later, fuzzy pair-wise comparisons were performed. An example of DM 02s and DM
0
3s
fuzzy comparison, defuzzication and nal combination of judgements are shown on
Table 5-3. The judgement combination was performed using weighted geometric mean
(Equation 2-7), considering a 0:4 weight for DM2 and 0:6 weight for DM3. The judge-
ment combination and defuzzied matrix is shown on Table 5-4.
Regarding to training cost and license cost, DM3 established they were equally im-
portant. The DMs agree about the fact that the vendor reputation was weakly more
important that vendor support.
About sub-criteria that are inuence by more than one factor, it was established that
eciency and reliability was strongly more inuenced by maintainability than by us-
ability. The rest of the inuences are one sub-criteria over other one relations as it was
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established in the model.
Figure 5-1: CRM selection one period model
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Financial (F)
License cost (LC)
Training cost (TC)
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Support (VS)
Reputation (VR)
Manage client’s
 information (MC)
Manage marketing
campaings (MM)
Send emails (SE)
Functional (Fu)
Alternative 1 (A1) Alternative 2 (A2) Alternative 3 (A3)
Select the best CRM - Goal (G)
Table 5-3: One period non-functional criteria fuzzy pair-wise comparison
DM2 M P R U DM3 M P R U
E ~3 ~1 1 ~3 1 ~5 1 E ~1 ~5 1 ~7 1 ~1 1
M ~3 1 ~1 1 ~5 1 M ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 1
P ~1 ~5 1 P ~5 1 ~3
R ~5 1 R ~7
For alternatives versus criteria evaluation, pair-wise comparisons were used for non-
functional and vendor criteria. In the case of nancial criteria, objective data was used
as indicated in Table 5-5. The DM2 estimated 30 user to be required.
For functional analysis, the score approach, explained in the proposed methodology
chapter, was used. In this case, the probability coecient was not used, so not yet
supported features got a zero score. The results are shown on Table 5-6.
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Table 5-4: One period defuzzied non-functional criteria pair-wise comparison judge-
ment combination
DMs(C) E M P R U
E 1.000 2.114 0.503 0.296 0.381
M 0.473 1.000 0.345 0.503 0.219
P 1.989 2.899 1.000 0.623 0.624
R 3.382 1.989 1.606 1.000 0.876
U 2.624 4.566 1.603 1.142 1.000
CR 0.030
Table 5-5: One period nancial analysis
User's number A1 A2 A3
30 $ 11,700 $ 8,100 $ 2,160
User's number A1 A2 A3
30 $ 10,000 $ 5,000 $ 7,500
Table 5-6: Functional one period analysis
Requirements A1 A2 A3
Create contacts S S S
View contacts S S S
Edit contacts S S S
Delete contacts S S S
Create contact form VCard IS S IS
Import contacts S S S
Create new opportunities S S S
View opportunities S S S
Delete opportunities S S S
Create campaigns S S S
Edit campaigns S S S
Delete campaigns S S S
View campaigns S S S
Send emails S S S
Sync with personal email NS NS IS
Final Score 13.5 14.0 14.0
The alternatives versus non-functional pair-wise comparisons performed by DM2 are
shown on Tables 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 5-10 and 5-11.
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Table 5-7: One period eciency alternatives comparison
Eciency A2 A3
A1 ~1
 1 ~3 1
A2 ~3
 1
Table 5-8: One period maintainability alternatives comparison
Maintainability A2 A3
A1 ~1 ~3
A2 ~3
Table 5-9: One period portability alternatives comparison
Portability A2 A3
A1 ~3 ~3
 1
A2 ~5
 1
Table 5-10: One period reliability alternatives comparison
Reliability A2 A3
A1 ~1 ~3
A2 ~3
Table 5-11: One period usability alternatives comparison
Usability A2 A3
A1 ~3 ~1
A2 ~3
 1
The alternatives versus vendor pair-wise comparisons performed by DM2 are shown
on Tables 5-12 and 5-13.
Table 5-12: One period vendor reputation alternatives comparison
Vendor reputation A2 A3
A1 ~3 ~5
A2 ~3
After all pair-wise comparison were performed, priorities vectors were obtained and
unweighted super-matrix (Table 5-14) was lled.
To calculate the weighted super-matrix, a comparison about the clusters criteria rela-
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Table 5-13: One period vendor support alternatives comparison
Vendor support A2 A3
A1 ~3 ~5
A2 ~3
Table 5-14: One period unweighted super-matrix
A F Fu G NF V
A1 A2 A3 LC TC Fu G E M P R U VR VS
A A1 0 0 0 0.127 0.231 0.325 0 0.304 0.461 0.304 0.461 0.473 0.637 0.637
A2 0 0 0 0.184 0.462 0.337 0 0.332 0.397 0.114 0.397 0.164 0.258 0.258
A3 0 0 0 0.689 0.308 0.337 0 0.363 0.143 0.582 0.143 0.364 0.105 0.105
F LC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.556 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.444 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Fu Fu 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NF E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.116 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.081 0.833 0 0 0.833 0 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.203 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.280 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.319 0.167 0 0 0.167 0 0 0
V VR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.750 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.250 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
tive importance was performed. The pair-wise comparisons of each DM are shown on
Tables 5-15, 5-16 and 5-17. The defuzzied combination of DMs' judgement is shown
in Table 5-18, all DMs had the same importance weight.
Table 5-15: DM1 one period criteria importance pair-wise comparison
DM1 Fu NF V
F ~7 ~5 ~7
Fu ~5 ~5
NF ~5 1
The weighted super-matrix 5-19 was obtained by multiplying unweighted super-matrix
with cluster priorities.
The limit super-matrix 5-20 was calculated by raising the weighted super-matrix to
powers that make it converge.
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Table 5-16: DM2 one period criteria importance pair-wise comparison
DM2 Fu NF V
F ~3 1 ~3 1 ~1
Fu ~1 ~3
NF ~3
Table 5-17: DM3 one period criteria importance pair-wise comparison
DM3 Fu NF V
F ~1 1 ~3 1 ~3 1
Fu ~3 ~1
NF ~1 1
Table 5-18: Defuzzied one period criteria importance pair-wise comparison combi-
nation
DMs(C) F Fu NF V
F 1.000 1.420 0.602 0.836
Fu 0.704 1.000 1.554 1.554
NF 1.661 0.644 1.000 1.379
V 1.197 0.644 0.725 1.000
CR 0.066
Finally, priorities ranking were calculated from limit super-matrix by normalizing the
values, as shown on Table 5-21.
5.2 Multi-period fuzzy group ANP method
After performing the one period analysis, the DMs repeated the process by consider-
ing a multi-period environment. The process started with the requirements gathering
using the roadmapping technique, the alternatives identication and the determina-
tion of evaluation periods. In the Figure 5-2, a simple roadmap built by the team
is shown, where business drivers, important functional requirements and technology
features that allows for accomplishing those requirements, are drawn.
For every alternative they gathered their release frequency and monthly cost (Table 5-
22). They established for each alternative the upcoming features of every period,
according to announced next releases, under construction and under consideration fea-
tures, and the request of the community who used the applications. According to the
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Table 5-19: One period weighted super-matrix
A F Fu G NF V
A1 A2 A3 LC TC Fu G E M P R U VR VS
A A1 0 0 0 0.127 0.231 0.325 0 0.132 0.243 0.304 0.200 0.251 0.637 0.318
A2 0 0 0 0.184 0.462 0.337 0 0.144 0.210 0.114 0.172 0.087 0.258 0.129
A3 0 0 0 0.689 0.308 0.337 0 0.158 0.075 0.582 0.062 0.193 0.105 0.052
F LC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.104 0 0 0 0 0.469 0 0
Fu Fu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.286 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NF E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.031 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.022 0.471 0 0 0.471 0 0 0
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.055 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.076 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.500
U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.087 0.094 0 0 0.094 0 0 0
V VR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.156 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.052 0 0.472 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5-20: One period limit super-matrix
A F Fu G NF V
A1 A2 A3 LC TC Fu G E M P R U VR VS
A A1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.251 0.250 0.250 0 0.250 0 0 0.250
A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.182 0.182 0.182 0 0.182 0 0 0.182
A3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.085 0.084 0.084 0 0.084 0 0 0.084
F LC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.027 0.026 0.026 0 0.026 0 0 0.026
Fu Fu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NF E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.144 0.157 0.157 0 0.157 0 0 0.157
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.144 0.139 0.139 0 0.139 0 0 0.139
U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.029 0.031 0.031 0 0.031 0 0 0.031
V VR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.138 0.131 0.131 0 0.131 0 0 0.131
alternatives releasing frequency and the time they will need the new requirements,
they established three evaluation periods every six months, and located in each period
which requirements were expected to be met (Figure 5-2).
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Table 5-21: Final one period priorities
A1 A2 A3
Limit matrix priorities 0.251 0.182 0.085
Normalized priorities 0.485 0.352 0.163
Figure 5-2: Roadmap for CRM selection
Business and
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Group of
requirementsMobile accessManage client’s information
Campaign 
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and events
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application
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Save and 
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information
Track 
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Contact management
module
P1 P2 P3
Table 5-22: Alternatives information
Alternative Monthly cost per user Release cycle
A1 USD $65 Every four months
A2 USD $45 Every four months
A3 USD $12 Every six to eight months
Then, the multi-period control model was built, as shown in Figure 5-3. The model
in this selection process is composed by a hierarchy section at the beginning and the
end of the model, and a MP network in the criteria and sub-criteria middle section.
Additionally, in the Figure 5-4, sub-criteria interdependencies are detailed.
Later, fuzzy pair-wise comparisons were performed. The same weights established in
the one period analysis were used. All the comparison related with the one period
analysis that were equal to the rst period analysis in this model were reused.
DM 02s and DM
0
3s fuzzy comparisons about non-functional criteria importance for the
second and third period, defuzzication and nal combination of judgements are shown
on Tables 5-23, 5-24, 5-25 and 5-26. The judgement combination was performed using
weighted geometric mean (Equation 2-7), considering a 0:4 weight for DM2 and 0:6
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weight for DM3.
Figure 5-3: CRM selection MP model
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Figure 5-4: CRM sub-criteria interdependence
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Table 5-23: Non-functional criteria fuzzy pair-wise comparison (Period 2)
DM2 M P R U DM3 M P R U
E ~3 ~1 1 ~3 1 ~5 1 E ~7 ~1 ~5 1 ~1 1
M ~3 1 ~1 1 ~5 1 M ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 1
P ~1 ~5 1 P ~5 1 ~1
R ~5 1 R ~5
Table 5-24: Non-functional criteria fuzzy pair-wise comparison (Period 3)
DM2 M P R U DM3 M P R U
E ~3 ~1 1 ~3 1 ~5 1 E ~9 ~7 1 ~7 1 ~1 1
M ~3 1 ~1 1 ~5 1 M ~9 1 ~7 1 ~5 1
P ~1 ~5 1 P ~1 ~5
R ~5 1 R ~3
Table 5-25: Defuzzied non-functional criteria pair-wise comparison judgement com-
bination (Period 2)
DMs(C) E M P R U
E 1.000 4.210 1.009 0.345 0.381
M 0.238 1.000 0.345 0.503 0.219
P 0.991 2.899 1.000 0.623 0.440
R 2.899 1.989 1.606 1.000 0.765
U 2.624 4.566 2.275 1.307 1.000
CR 0.064
Table 5-26: Defuzzied non-functional criteria pair-wise comparison judgement com-
bination (Period 3)
DMs(C) E M P R U
E 1.000 4.550 0.431 0.296 0.381
M 0.220 1.000 0.270 0.431 0.219
P 2.320 3.700 1.000 1.250 0.765
R 3.382 2.320 0.800 1.000 0.624
U 2.624 4.566 1.307 1.603 1.000
CR 0.063
Regarding to training cost and license cost, DM3 established they were equally im-
portant in all periods. The DMs agree about the fact that the vendor reputation was
weakly more important that vendor support in all periods.
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About sub-criteria inuenced by more than one factor, it was established that e-
ciency and reliability was strongly more inuence by maintainability than by usability
in all periods. The rest of the inuences are one sub-criteria over other one relations
as it was established in the model.
For alternatives versus criteria evaluation, pair-wise comparison were used for non-
functional and vendor criteria. In the case of nancial criteria, objective data was
used as indicated in Table 5-27.
Table 5-27: MP nancial analysis
LC User's number A1 A2 A3
P1 10 $ 3,900 $ 2,700 $ 720
P2 20 $ 7,800 $ 5,400 $ 1,440
P3 30 $ 11,700 $ 8,100 $ 2,160
TC User's number A1 A2 A3
P1 10 $ 6,000 $ 3,000 $ 4,500
P2 20 $ 8,000 $ 4,000 $ 6,000
P3 30 $ 10,000 $ 5,000 $ 7,500
For functional analysis, the score approach, explained in the proposed methodology
section, was used. The results of evaluation performed by DM2 are shown on Tables
5-28, 5-29, 5-30 and 5-31. The DMs performed evaluation, indicating if the require-
ment will be supported or indirectly supported for the evaluation period. For uncertain
coming features, the DMs assigned a percentage of probability of having the function-
ality on that period of time.
The alternatives versus non-functional pair-wise comparisons performed by DM2 for
the second and third period are shown on Tables 5-32, 5-33, 5-34, 5-35 and 5-36.For
the rst period the comparisons done for the one period analysis were used.
The alternatives versus vendor pair-wise comparisons performed by DM2 are shown on
Tables 5-37 and 5-38.After all pair-wise comparisons were performed, priorities vectors
were obtained and multi-period unweighted super-matrix (Table 5-39) was lled.
To calculate the MP weighted super-matrix, a comparison about the clusters criteria
relative importance was performed. The pair-wise comparisons of each DM are shown
on Tables 5-40, 5-41 and 5-42. The result of the combination of the three judgement
is shown in Table 5-43.
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Table 5-28: Manage client information analysis - Period 1
Requirements A1 A2 A3
Create contacts S S S
View contacts S S S
Edit contacts S S S
Delete contacts S S S
Create contact form VCard IS S IS
Import contacts S S S
Create new opportunities S S S
View opportunities S S S
Delete opportunities S S S
Final Score 8.5 9.0 8.5
Table 5-29: Manage marketing campaigns analysis
Requirements A1 A2 A3
Create campaigns S S S
Edit campaigns S S S
Delete campaigns S S S
View campaigns S S S
Track campaigns S S S
Test campaigns S S NS
Campaign ROI S S NS
Attachments on campaigns S S(50%) S
Telemarketing campaigns IS IS IS
Final Score 8.5 8.0 6.5
Table 5-30: Send emails functional analysis
Requirements A1 A2 A3
Send emails S S S
Sync with personal email S(30%) S(50%) IS
Massive mail integration IS IS IS
Delete duplicate mails S S(20%) S(50%)
Final Score 2.8 2.2 2.5
The MP weighted super-matrix 5-44 was obtained from multiply MP unweighted super-
matrix with MP cluster priorities.
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Table 5-31: Mobile access functional analysis
Requirements A1 A2 A3
Create dashboards S(100%) NS NS
Tablet optimized application S(60%) S(80%) S(20%)
Create contacts S S S
View contacts S S S
Send SMS to contact IS IS S
Create campaigns S(40%) NS NS
View campaigns S S S
Create new opportunities S NS S
View opportunities from mobile app S S S
Create task from mobile app S S S
View task from mobile app S S S
Create leads from business cards IS IS S
Final Score 10 7.8 9.2
Table 5-32: Second and third period eciency alternatives comparison
Eciency(P2) A2 A3 Eciency(P3) A2 A3
A1 ~3
 1 ~5 1 A1 ~3 1 ~5 1
A2 ~3
 1 A2 ~3 1
Table 5-33: Second and third period maintainability alternatives comparison
Maintainability(P2) A2 A3 Maintainability(P3) A2 A3
A1 ~3 ~5 A1 ~5 ~7
A2 ~3 A2 ~3
Table 5-34: Second and third period portability alternatives comparison
Portability (P2) A2 A3 Portability (P3) A2 A3
A1 ~5 ~1 A1 ~5 ~1
A2 ~3
 1 A2 ~3 1
Table 5-35: Second and third period reliability alternatives comparison
Reliability (P2) A2 A3 Reliability (P3) A2 A3
A1 ~3 ~5 A1 ~5 ~9
A2 ~3 A2 ~3
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Table 5-36: Second and third period usability alternatives comparison
Usability (P2) A2 A3 Usability (P3) A2 A3
A1 ~5 ~3 A1 ~7 ~7
A2 ~3
 1 A2 ~1
Table 5-37: Second and third vendor reputation alternatives comparison
Vendor reputation (P2) A2 A3 Vendor reputation (P3) A2 A3
A1 ~5 ~9 A1 ~7 ~9
A2 ~3 A2 ~3
Table 5-38: One period vendor support alternatives comparison
Vendor support (P2) A2 A3 Vendor support (P3) A2 A3
A1 ~5 ~9 A1 ~7 ~9
A2 ~3 A2 ~3
The MP limit super-matrix 5-45 was calculated by raising the MP weighted super-
matrix to powers that make it converge.
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Table 5-40: DM1 multi-period criteria importance pair-wise comparison
P1 P2 P3
NF F V MM SE NF F V MA NF F V
P1 MC ~3 ~5
 1 ~5 ~1 ~3 ~3 ~3 ~7 ~5 ~5 ~3 ~7
NF ~3 1 ~5 ~3 ~3 ~3 ~3 ~5 ~3 ~3 ~3 ~5
F ~5 ~7 ~7 ~3 ~5 ~7 ~7 ~7 ~7 ~7
V ~5 1 ~5 1 ~3 1 ~5 1 ~3 ~3 1 ~3 1 ~5 1 ~5
P2 MM ~3 ~3 ~5
 1 ~5 ~3 ~3 ~3 1 ~5
SE ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 ~3 ~3 ~3 ~5
NF ~3 1 ~5 ~3 ~3 ~1 ~5
F ~7 ~3 ~3 ~5 ~7
V ~5 1 ~5 1 ~1 1 ~1
P3 MA ~3 ~3
 1 ~3
NF ~3 1 ~7
F ~7
Table 5-41: DM2 multi-period criteria importance pair-wise comparison
P1 P2 P3
NF F V MM SE NF F V MA NF F V
P1 MC ~5
 1 ~3 1 ~3 1 ~5 1 ~5 ~5 1 ~3 1 ~3 1 ~5 1 ~7 1 ~1 ~1
NF ~3 ~1 ~3 1 ~5 ~1 1 ~3 ~1 ~3 1 ~3 1 ~5 ~3
F ~1 ~5 1 ~3 ~3 1 ~1 ~1 ~5 1 ~5 1 ~3 ~3
V ~5 1 ~3 ~3 1 ~1 ~1 ~5 1 ~5 1 ~3 ~3
P2 MM ~5 ~3 ~5 ~5 ~3
 1 ~3 1 ~5 ~5
SE ~9 1 ~5 1 ~5 1 ~9 1 ~9 1 ~3 1 ~3 1
NF ~3 ~3 ~3 1 ~5 1 ~3 ~3
F ~1 ~5 1 ~7 1 ~1 ~1
V ~5 1 ~7 1 ~1 ~1
P3 MA ~3
 1 ~7 ~7
NF ~9 ~9
F ~1
56 5. Customer relationship management system selection: Case study.
Table 5-42: DM3 multi-period criteria importance pair-wise comparison
P1 P2 P3
NF F V MM SE NF F V MA NF F V
P1 MC ~3
 1 ~1 1 ~5 ~3 1 ~7 ~3 1 ~3 ~3 ~5 ~1 ~5 ~5
NF ~1 1 ~5 ~3 1 ~7 ~1 ~1 ~1 ~7 ~3 ~1 ~3
F ~3 ~3 1 ~7 ~3 1 ~7 ~5 ~5 ~5 ~5 ~5
V ~5 1 ~7 ~3 1 ~3 ~3 ~1 ~1 ~1 ~1
P2 MM ~9 ~1 ~3 ~3 ~7 ~7 ~7 ~7
SE ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 1 ~5 1
NF ~5 ~5 ~5 ~3 ~5 ~5
F ~3 1 ~1 ~1 1 ~5 ~5
V ~3 ~1 ~1 1 ~1
P3 MA ~1 ~5
 1 ~5 1
NF ~3 ~3
F ~3 1
Table 5-43: Defuzzied multi-period criteria importance pair-wise comparison com-
bination
DMs(C) P1 P2 P3
MC NF F V MM SE NF F V MA NF F V
P1 MC 1.000 0.674 0.447 2.269 0.504 4.718 0.674 1.614 2.140 1.762 0.977 2.657 3.524
NF 1.483 1.000 1.070 3.150 0.868 4.718 1.486 2.241 1.984 2.140 1.614 2.657 3.557
F 2.236 0.934 1.000 2.657 0.895 5.278 0.868 3.524 3.524 1.972 1.972 4.718 4.718
V 0.441 0.317 0.376 1.000 0.219 1.663 0.467 0.936 2.241 0.504 0.504 0.936 2.657
P2 MM 1.985 1.152 1.118 4.566 1.000 5.033 2.241 1.487 4.217 2.140 2.140 2.538 5.593
SE 0.212 0.212 0.189 0.601 0.199 1.000 0.179 0.219 0.621 0.428 0.428 0.674 0.800
NF 1.483 0.673 1.152 2.141 0.446 5.596 1.000 1.913 4.217 1.913 1.254 2.657 4.217
F 0.620 0.446 0.284 1.068 0.673 4.566 0.523 1.000 1.599 0.936 0.731 3.150 3.524
V 0.467 0.504 0.284 0.446 0.237 1.610 0.237 0.625 1.000 0.524 0.344 0.546 1.250
P3 MA 0.567 0.467 0.507 1.985 0.467 2.339 0.523 1.068 1.908 1.000 1.205 0.895 1.663
NF 1.024 0.620 0.507 1.985 0.467 2.339 0.798 1.367 2.905 0.830 1.000 2.284 5.630
F 0.376 0.376 0.212 1.068 0.394 1.483 0.376 0.317 1.831 1.118 0.438 1.000 1.599
V 0.284 0.281 0.212 0.376 0.179 1.251 0.237 0.284 0.800 0.601 0.178 0.625 1.000
CR 0.063
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Finally, priorities ranking were calculated from multi-period limit super-matrix by
normalizing the values, as shown on Table 5-46. A1 was the chosen alternative by DMs,
despite its cost, based on its projected new functionalities and quality improvement,
due to the actual success of the vendor and the community involvement on the support
of the alternative. It is also expected, future improvement in the vendor reputation
and support, thanks to a rapid growth of its user base.
Table 5-46: Final priorities
A1 A2 A3
Limit matrix priorities 0.378 0.107 0.054
Normalized priorities 0.70 0.199 0.10
5.3 Findings from CRM selection case study
Interesting ndings from case study were obtained. First of all, it was established
that even in both processes, the one period approach and the multi-period one, the A1
was the chosen alternative, the dierence respect to the second alternative increase in
a 21.5%, when several periods were considered in the analysis, showing that a wider
analysis of the process, allows DMs to nd out the projected potential of A1 respect
to the other alternatives, better supporting the choose of the rst alternative.
The multi-period methodology proved to be valuable in the criteria denition pro-
cess, grouping requirements was useful to determine when exactly a functionality was
needed and what possible functionalities could be required in the future. The tech-
nology roadmapping exercise allows for considering technology trends and how those
generate possibilities for new requirements satisfaction. Thanks to the exercise it was
determined how mobile access will be an important trend in near future, that should
be considered in the selection process.
It was also of great value for DMs, the establishment of links between requirements
(know-what layer), functionalities (know-how layer) and drivers (know-why layer). One
of the great diculties in the process of requirements gathering in IT selection and
development, is to map how those requirements are satised by built functionalities
and how they meet market and business drivers in the organization. The use of the
technology roadmapping tool facilitates the mapping process between those factors,
detecting critical needs and gaps to satisfy those needs.
The gathering about alternatives release cycles and alternatives functionalities fore-
casting, allowed DMs to get an insight about alternatives innovation rate, what was
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not clear in the rst exercise with the one period analysis. Also the seek of projected
functionalities showed how involved was the community of each alternative in the sys-
tem improvement and the perceived vendor reputation and support.
The establishment of inuence among criteria, allowed DMs to detect relation between
functional and quality factors, what facilitates the evaluation of subjective criteria such
as the non-functional one. The inuences modelling also allowed DMs to detect more
important criteria for IT selection, as they inuence other factors.
Fuzzy linguistic scale for evaluating proved to be easier understood and applied by
DMs than traditional scale, getting nally a more precise evaluation from the DMs.
Moreover, the use of relative DMs weights for judgements process depending on DMs
expertise reduced considerably the judgement comparisons number, as it takes advan-
tage of group decisions in the most important parts of the decision process, such as
the clusters importance comparison, where the perfect balance among criteria should
be obtained for making decisions that satisfy in a better way the dierent points of
view of DMs.
However, the use of judgement aggregation instead of priorities aggregation made DMs
to loose insights about how their judgements aect nal decisions. It is important to
make aware the team how the process looks for the best combined group decision, so
individual should act in a synergistic way with the other experts.
The method complexity was also pointed out; it is important the use of a tool for
supporting matrix operations and the moderation of a decision making expert for
articulating the comparison and results process. This expert should understand com-
pletely the model, in order to be able to guide the other experts in performing their
contribution to the selection process. This expert also should guide DMs in the pro-
cess in order to maintain coherence and consistency among the decisions. The lack
of consistency in the decisions when evaluating multiple criteria was detected as one
of the biggest diculties in the process. It is recommended to perform each group of
comparisons completely to ensure coherence in that group of comparison. A software
tool can also help to improve consistency, the decision expert should guide DMs to
improve their consistency by doing some changes in their judgements.
Finally, it was established how the method will provide an excellent tool for the post-
evaluation of the decision, making it possible to monitor the chosen alternative among
estimate required criteria in future periods. The method will also allow us to anticipate
technology trends and business drivers in order to generate better requirements for the
contribution in the improvement of the selected alternatives.
6.Conclusions, Recommendations and Future
Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this research, four problems associated with IT selection were studied: imprecision
in the evaluation of qualitative criteria, interdependence among selection criteria, dif-
culties for reaching consensus in group decisions and alternatives and criteria change
over time.
The use of text mining tools allowed us to perform an in-depth study of the state of
art and the research gaps related with the topic. From the review, it was detected that
fuzzy AHP-ANP was the most used approach for imprecision handling. This method
takes advantage from the fuzzy pair-wise comparisons for improving subjective judge-
ments. Fuzzy TOPSIS can be used as a complement, to simplify the decision process
when a great number of alternatives and criteria exist.
Additionally, from the literature review, it was established that regarding interdepen-
dence handling, ANP is the most used approach. It was also established that the
main diculty for addressing this issue is the construction of selection model and the
identication of the relations among criteria and alternatives.
Respect to group decision making, it was found that judgement aggregation was more
used than the priorities aggregation approach in the literature. The judgement aggre-
gation is preferred with synergistic groups or large number of DMs in order to reduce
the number of operations. On the contrary, priorities aggregation are good for per-
forming negotiation in conicting groups but requires more calculation.
ANN is still in early ages of application to IT selection. But, it is denitely an interest-
ing approach for handling imprecision and group decision, and for reusing knowledge
of past IT selection processes.
Several research gaps were also detected from the review: rst, the handling of impre-
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cision mapping requirements with functional characteristics; second, the establishing
of criteria and alternatives dependencies models and third, group decision considering
uncertainty, missing judgements and DMs relative importance. Additionally it was
detected that none of the reviewed papers propose how to handle alternatives and
criteria change in time.
Based on the literature review, a novel multi-period fuzzy group ANP approach was
proposed for dealing with the mentioned four issues and for improving detecting short-
comings in actual methods. The methodology starts with the construction of a tech-
nology roadmap that allows DMs to reach consensus about the present and future
needs, as they forecast alternatives evolution and new technology features. Based on
technology roadmap, the selection model that describes criteria interdependencies, is
dened. To evaluate alternatives versus criteria, DMs make fuzzy pair-wise compar-
isons of criteria importance in the decision process, determine criteria inuences and
the alternative performance according to the selected criteria. DMs judgements are
combined by using weighted geometric mean that allows for considering dierent levels
of importance of the DMs according to their expertise. For functional requirements
evaluation, a score approach was proposed, allowing for easy and precise evaluation
on multiple criteria, considering indirectly support of features and uncertainty about
future releases, by adding a probability factor to evaluation.
The proposed methodology contributes not only to improve IT selection processes, but
also in extending decision science knowledge. The proposed methodology is a novel
approach which can be used in any kind of multi-period decisions processes, allowing
DMs to establish the relative weights among periods, criteria and sub-criteria through
comparisons, which constitutes a more exible approach than the actual methods of
establishing a period weight importance vector through expert knowledge or mathe-
matical series. The methodology also contributes to decision science in the proposal
and application of relative weights to criteria evaluation according to DM expertise,
which can also be used in all kind of decisions with multiple DMs, to reduce the num-
ber of evaluations and improve the contribution of DMs in the decision processes.
The illustrative examples of CRM selection consider a one period analysis versus a
multi-period one, showing the eectiveness of the proposed approach for performing
better long term decisions. From the case study, it was established that the method-
ology makes it possible:
1. To consider actual and future evolution of the alternatives characteristics.
2. To detect projected alternatives potentials; to dene selection criteria and map
those criteria with required functionalities and business drivers
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3. To establish relative importance among all evaluated factors and to use DMs
judgements according to their area of expertise.
4. To determinate alternatives innovation rate and projected functionalities.
5. To facilitate the evaluation of qualitative criteria by using fuzzy logic and by
detecting inuences among criteria.
6. To detect important criteria for evaluation, that inuences other criteria.
7. To perform post-evaluation revisions and anticipate technology trends and busi-
ness needs changes.
From case study analysis, it was also detected that group judgements combination,
expert consistency and the complexity in performing matrix calculation, are the most
critical topics for getting the best results of methodology application.
6.2 Recommendations and Future Work
It is recommended further analysis of the CRM case study, such as the performing of
sensitivity analysis and proong dierent DMs and alternatives congurations.
It is also recommended, the application of the methodology to other IT selection cases,
specially in complex cases when the application of one period methodologies is not
enough to make decisions. The selection of IT with high innovation rate should be
also considered in the exploration of new cases.
From managers who have not applied any decision method to IT selection yet, it is
recommended to start with the gathering of requirement step of the approach by using
the technology roadmapping technique. The application of this tool will allow manager
to explore technology trends and business present and future needs, and will provide
them a deep insight into the decision problem they are facing.
About the methodology, it is recommended for future work, more research on group
decision making considering uncertainty and deepening on the requirements gathering
using technology roadmapping. For future work, it is also recommended the construc-
tion of a software tool for facilitating the selection process.
Interactive approaches where DMs negotiate between their decision and the result are
also recommended to be explored as part of future work, as they can contribute to
give DMs better knowledge of the decision problem, which will nally reect in better
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decisions.
Finally, the inclusion of other future technology assessment both quantitative and qual-
itative is desired to support DM evaluation about future behaviours of the alternatives.
The inclusion of economical and legal factors aecting the vendors can also contribute
in better evaluating the technology providers.
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